The Ladies in Pink
Being part of this team is a life saviour
By Nora O’Malley

Paddling without breasts, with reconstructed breasts, or with only one breast, a team of
cancer survivors from Calgary set course across Maui’s Au’au channel towards the island
of Lana’i. It’s a tropical Canadian Thanksgiving Weekend for these women, these super
hero water warriors, who joined 30 other teams in the 10th annual Paddle For Life
voyage.
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The cold water Ohana (family) of 14 included newbies like Amany Nousair and
Jocelyn Busslinger, and my mom, Elizabeth Chong. For Joanne Lozynsky, Deidre Palik,
Hanna Dreschler, Karin McGown, Joanie Snodgrass, and Janet Biagioni, this was the
second or third time to take on the 34-mile roundtrip expedition across silky blue waters
in a six-person outrigger canoe.
They relate to each other as sisters, more so than friends: taking turns doing laundry,
sharing daily meals, bickering at each other, and competing…Everything is a competition.
Their coach and ‘The Boss’ for the Paddle for Life voyage was Lynda Roberts of the
Calgary Canoe Club. Roberts, a former lifeguard and competitive swimmer, brought a few of
clutch members from YYC to help “push our butts in the boat,” as one of the Ladies in Pink
quips.
“For us it’s a privilege. It really is,” relays coach Roberts. “Every year [Paddle For Life]
just gives us so much energy and I remember why I love doing this so much.”
Preparation for the paddle to Lana’i began when the Glenmore Reservoir opened in the
spring. The Ladies, who are all members of the Sistership Calgary Dragon Boat Association,
spent extra evenings and mornings on the water to attend outrigger training.
Once on Maui, the crew practiced recovering from a Huli (capsizing) and shift
changeover to the support boat, which involved jumping out of the canoe and back in by
using a stirrup.
With dawn patrol and twice a days being all part of the coach Roberts regime, there is a
resounding ethos amongst all the Sistership sisters:
“Our focus is on what we can pack into our lives. Instead of falling over, we’re going to
fight like hell and become an athlete,” says Palik, whose original diagnosis in 2006 required
only a lumpectomy, but then a recurrence in 2014 forced a bi-lateral mastectomy, chemo, and
radiation.
Palik is also living with Parkinson’s Disease.
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“It is progressing slowly and, though there is no cure, I feel that the paddling is serving
me well. Being physically active is not an option in my mind. I MUST ‘use it or lose it’,” she
says.
Chong had a bilateral mastectomy in 2003 and recurrence in 2016. She joined Sistership
in early 2007, the same year as Palik.
“We share our stories, our struggles, our fear of recurrence, our joy of being alive, and
living each day as if it is our last. The camaraderie is food for the soul,” says Chong.
The fortuity of surviving breast cancer is not lost on the Ladies in Pink. In fact, some
even noted they are glad they got the disease.
“Because we would have never been propelled to do what we are doing,” Snodgrass, a
20-year cancer survivor, explains.
Dreschler, a 23-year cancer survivor now in her seventies, says paddling is her life
saviour.
“How can you feel so good when you are so exhausted?” she beams.
On the coming tide and with the wind at their backs, the cold water Ohana returned
from Lana’i unscathed, exhausted, and proud.
“They did amazing,” coach Roberts praised. “Everyone knew their job and trusted the
canoe.”
On the way there, Roberts said conditions got a little messy.
“But you don’t want it to be too easy. You want a bit of a challenge.”
The Ladies in Pink hit a comfortable stride on the paddle back.
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“They really settled in. I think that being a little fatigued too helps because then they
just learn to be efficient and be smooth. Let them get into a rhythm.”
Diagnosis… Stroke. Breast cancer… Stroke. Chemotherapy… Stroke. Radiation…Stroke.
Mastectomy…Stroke. With every dip of their paddles, the nightmare of cancer is healed by
the water and fades away like a Hawaiian sunset.
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